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A SURVEY OF THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS' ACHIEVEMENT
IN THE SCHOOL CITY OF "E"
CHAPTER I
IlT'l'RDDUCTION
The intelligent planning of ru~educational program for
any connnunity depends on the availability of information con-
cerning two areas: (1) the local conditions and needs and
(2) the capacity of the schools to adjust to or altel' the
conditions and meet the needs. The need for such information
has led to quite extensive surveys of political, economic,
industrial, and moral conditions in many comrmmities with
the result that more adequate programs have been and are being
planned and pursued. As a result of these community-surveysl
schools and teachers have availed themselves of the knowledge
of these illustrative materials in the community in order to
integrate the school work of the pupils with their experiences
outside of the school thus making the instruction more vital
and me aningful.
IThomas, .John S. "Studying the Community," The Principal
and Administration, Ninth Yearbook of the Department of Ele-
mentary School principals of the National Education Association.
Washington, D. C., 1930., pp. 605-612.
( 1)
2On a larger scale2 such excursions are planned with refer-
ence to making neighboring communi ties, states, .and larger
areas a part of the pupils' educational experience.
The effectiveness of the school program, however, depends
on its ability to set up immediate objectives that will finally
lead to the attainment of the broader, ultimate, educational
goals. Barr, Burton, and Breuclmer say, with reference to the
foregoing: 3
Ultimate objectives are those characteristics
of the individual that are manifested in wholesome,
desirable methods of adult living. In general they
may be defined as those qualities, attitudes, and
abilities that are essential for efficient living in
an evolving, industrial, democratiC society. The
immediate objectives of the school are the direction
and development of desirable forms of behavior,
consistent with ultimate objectives, as the indi-
vidual progresses through the school. rrhe wor-k of
any grade is largely determined by these i~nediate
objectives. To the degree that they are va.lid they
will contribute to the attainment of the ultimate
goa.Ls, under such conditions it may be assumed that
any measure of the characteristics of the pupils
in a given grade is an indirect measure of the extent
to which the ultimate goals are being achieved.
Achievement Testing--Needs and purposes
In order that the comnmnity may be kept well informed
of the progress and attainments of the schools in those areas
2Roberts, Alvin B. "The Nation, our campus,lI The Edu-cational Screen. (1941), pp. 5-8.
3Barr, A. S., Burton, VlilliamH., and Breuckner, Leo J.
Supervision: principles and practices in the Improvement of
Instruction. New york: D. APpleton-century Company, Inc.,
1938., p. 224.
3of activity less spectacular thEm the contests and competitive
games it is ne ceaeary to employ other methods. School exhibits,
open-house, various publications, and community free enter-
tainments are some of the means employed.4 In too many instances
though, these activities do not interpret the achievement of
the pupils in their core-curriculum or academic field. This
is the important phase of school wor-k upon which rests the
major pOl..tion of the responsibility for which the schools have
been delegated as "••• the agency for transmission of the
cultural and social heritage."5
There are many reasons for giving tests, all of which
seem to be the outgrowths of attempts to achieve certain well
defined purposes. Some of these objectives may be to aid the
supervisor in the following ways:
1 To
2 To
3 To
4 To
evaluate teaching methods and/or
instructional materials
determine growth in learning
analyze achievement in each subject
andlor grade
determine the status of the school's
achievement in relation to other
local schools and/or in relation
to national norms
Achievement tests may also be given as a specific aid to
the administrator in facilitating his administrative functions.
4Moehlman, Arthur B. School Administration. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940., p , 502.
5Ibid., p , 496.
4Results of tests for such a purpose may'be used in the assi-
milation of information required to-meet the demands listed
below:
1 To collect data for reports to parents
2 To secure data for records of exchru~ge
in the transfer of pupils
3 To provide suitable school records of
pupil achievement end resulting
school status
4 To secure data essential to the record-
ing of data to be used in periodic
reports
5 To provide information essential to
the planning of the program: i.e.,
allotment of time for various of
the subjects and acitivities
6 To grade, classify, and group pupils
and classes for instructional
purposes
7 To provide data which may be used to
effect certain economies which may
be possible in the administration
of the school program
Further, achievement testing is invaluable to the indiv-
idual teacher in helping to shape and revamp the procedures
to be followed in organizing and administering the methods
desired to be used in learning activities and guidance ser-
vices which are rapidly becoming a prominent phase of every
teacher's obligation to school and pupil. some of the uses
to which a teacher may put the interpretation of achievement
tests are as follows:
1 To determine the status of the class
and/or any pupil at the beginning
and end of each term
2 To group pupils for instructional pur-
poses and to provide for individual
differences
5.
3 To determine variations within classes
and wi thin the schoo I between like
classes
4 To determine amount and rate of achieve-
ment of selected pupils or groups
5 To compare and evaluate the accomplish-
rnerrt of each pupil in relation to
intelligence, mental age, and chrono-
logical age
The foregoing are perhaps the three more important groups
of purposes requiring the use of achievement tests. These,
it will be noted, are all associated with the instructional,
supervisory, and administrative functions of the school.
However, let us not be unmindful of the fact that no school
is 'wholly Lmmune from the charges, "We used to read, 'cipher,'
and spell better than they do nowadays." or "We don't begin
to get what we are paying :Lor." and others of which the fore-
goinc; are merely examples. It is extremely difficult to meet
such charges unless there is plenty of evidence "in black and
whi te" to aubn tarrbd.ate one's stand. To bhLs end have been
devised achievement tests which do a remarka"olejob of filling
in the gap.
The Purpose of the Study
\"liththe above mentioned tools at one's immediate dis-
posal, greatly enhanced becomes the likelihood of attainine
1. To survey the achievement of the four
elementary schools in a comparative
way VJith one ano bner-with respect to
their individual achievement in each
grade and in each subject represented
in the battery used
the purposes of this study 'which are:
62 To make a comparison of each grade IS
achi evemen t, b;r sub j ect, VIith cit~!
median achievement and norms; to
each grade Is total achievements with
the city total and respective norms
3 To point out any indications of undue
acceleration or retardation in
subject matter by classes and in
grades as a whole in total subject-
matter, accomplishment
4 To show satisfactory cause for such
deviation or a~ least factors that
would tend to produce such results
The purpose of' this study is to determine individual school
and grade status in relation to one ano bhcr- on the aame portion
of' the battery and to suggest or recommend procedures of adjust-
ment wher-e deviations appear to warrant them.
Limitations
The survey involves nearly nine-hundred-fifty pupils
from the lower fourth to the upper seventh grades in f'our
elementary schools in a city predom1nently industrial end
strongly professional with a population of' from 12,000 to
14,000, very few of whom originate f'rom colored or foreign
born stock ,
source of Materials and Method
The data were secured f'romthe records on file in the
respective elementary school offices, from records on file
in the personnel office of the local high school, and from
the tabulated results of' the battery test that was given the
various classes in their respective buildings. The tests
given wer e, Metropolitan Achievement Tests, Intermedi.ate Bat-
tery--partial: Form B and Advanced Battery--Partial: Form
B, both revised. (The same test in Form C was used in the
second and third grades but much relevant data were not avail-
able which rendered exclusion of these two classes advisable.)
This battery test covered reading, vocabulary, aritbrnetic
f'undamerrta'l.s, aritbrnetic problems, English (language, punctu-
ation, and granunar,) and spelling.
The very nature of the problems to be solved governed
the procedure to follow, dictating the use of the survey:and
critical analysis method.
A survey of the achievement of the elementary schools
involved the following problems:
1 How does the average achievement (all
subjects and all grades) in the city
compare with the established norms?
2 In which grade (or grades) is average
achievement best?
3 In which grade (or grades) is average
achievement poorest?
4 How does average achievement in each
grade compare with the established
and Loc aL norms?
5 How does average achlevement in each
subject in each grade compare with
the established norms and local
averages?
6 In what subject is the achievement
range greatest--best and poorest?
7 In what grade is the achievement range
greatest--best and poorest?
8 In total achievement how do the schools
rank in relation to each other and
the established norm?
8Defini tLon of rrerms6
Battery--a group of subject-matter tests which have been
constructed and standardized on the same pupils, thus making
possible a comparison of age or grade equivalents for the
various subjects tested. A battery test as used hereinafter
indicates a number of subject tests in the battery used (page 7).
Several types of paragraphs constitute the first half
of the r-eadLng test. In a few the pupil merely reads facts;
draws conclusions in others; while in some he must comprehend
the entire paragraph in order to respond Viith correct answers;
and in still others he must display his ability to grasp the
essential thought of the paragraph.
The paragraphs used were selected with a view to including
in their content, words common to the fields of history, liter-
ature, government, and elementary science.
All of the choices in the vocabulary test were selected
and checked against the list in the Thorndike Teacher's ~
~ to make ~ure of their appropriateness to their respective
vocabulary levels.
Arithmetic fundamentals include all types of numbers
(integers, fractions, etc.), as well as various types of ex-
6Metropolitan Achievement Tests: supervisor's Manual.
Ed. by Jacob s. orleans. New York, yonkers-on-Hudson: World
Book Company, 1939, p. 9. All of the definitions were taken
from this source since they are applied to this particular
battery and since there are some slight differences of opinion
disclosed in various authors' interpretation of the same terms.
9amples such as in the case of addition, single combinations,
single- and double-column without carrying, two-column with
carrying, etc.
problems were chosen according to processes used and
type of content so as to include money, time, savings, distance,
interest, etc.
Only the simplest and most frequently employed items of
punctuation, basic grammar concepts, and. capitalization are
covered. The language usage items were selected from studies
of errors in usage and items specified in courses of study.
Assuming vocabulary frequency to be indicative of the
probability of their written use by pupils, words for the
spelling test were selected and then checked against the con-
tents of the more familiar spelling tests •
.Forms--There are several forms for each battery of the
Metropolitan Achievement Tests. They are equal in difficulty
and similar in content and organization, thus avoiding repet-
ition though using the same test. The reason for these various
forms7 is very simply explained. \rvhenresults of a testing
program have been analyzed, needs pointed out, and remedial
procedures formulated and oar-r'Ledout ibis time for retesting
to determine the growth in accomplishment. Other forms of the
same test have been provided which may be used for this purpose
most effectively.
7rntermediate Battery (Grades 4, 5, and 6)--For.ms A, B,C, D, and E.. Advanced Battery (Grades 7 and 8)--Forms A, B,
C, D, and E.
10
standard Score--The score obtained by comparing the number
of coz-r-ec t l'G8p0n~!(;,s Ylith a table found at the end of each test.
Grade Equival~nt, Educational Grade, or Subject Grade--
The grade location for which the given score is the average;
e. g., if a pupil's score of 30 points (number of correct
answers) is equal to a grade equivalent of 50 or 5-0 on the
Individual Profile Chart which accompanies each battery, it
is because a score of 30 points is the average score that is
obtained by pupils in the beginning of the 5th grade.
Educational Age, Age Equiv:9:J::ent,or Subject. Arre--The age
which corresponds to the grade for which the given score is
the average; e. g., a spelling age of 11-8 means that the score
made on the spelling test by the pupil is the same as the
average score made on the spelling test by pupils in the grade
for whLch the average age is 11 years 8 morrtbs, This inform-
ation may also be found on the Individual Profile Chart. Thus,
if a pupil's score is 41, his spelling grade is 6-1, and his
spelling aGe is 11-8.
Total Score (Grade Equivalent)--The sum of all the scores
on the separate tests.
Average SubJect err'adeEg,_uivalent--Found by adding the
separate subject grade equivalents of all the pupils and dividing
by the number taking the test in order to find the averago subject
achievement of a class.
Norm--Tl1e average or median achievement of pupils of
)---
11,
different ages, or grades; determined by testing a large re-
presentative group of pupils.
Mental.!ge--The same as the chronological age for which
the average score on an intelligence test is the same as the
score obtained by the pupil. By this is meant a pupil's actual
score registered on a test, divided by the months in a calendar
year: M.A.= score.
12Intelligenc~ Quotien!--The I.Q., a relative measure used to
express the pupil's superiority or inferiority to others in his
group, is found by dividing the pupil's mental age by his chrono-
logical age and multiplying by 100.
This expres8es the relat'.' lon-
ship of the pupil's mental and chronological ages.
Summary
The function of education is so complex that it is ac-
complished only through a number of social institutions and
activities of 'which the public school as a formal institution
is only one, albeit inwortant, agency.
Only through continuing appraisal of its activities and
ensuing achievements may the schools best serve their respect-
ive communities. By continual and careful evaluation the
schools may better interpret their functions to their commun-
ities and gain the approval that they need in order to better
follo'w their programs.
Notwl thstanding the many tasles given over to the schools
aside from the obligation of transmitting our social and
cultural heritage, they are derided and criticized; charged
\,lith turning out inferior pupils and vlL th doing only partially
a job for vn~ich, supposedly, sufficient funds are made ever
available ..
In order to meet such charges; and to make the wor-ic of
the school more effectiv~, it is necessary to cletermine the
status of the individual school. It is necessary to make some
comparisons to show the school in relationship to other schools
having both better and poorer facilities. This must be done
accurately and with due regard to pertinent information all of
which calls for a rather standardized means of evaluation.
rpy • •___.ll S l S the role of the various kinds of standard achievement
tests.
After the tests are given they nav e value only 1f and
when they are properly interpreted and improvements are made
in the further operation of the school that are com.rnensurate
"vith their findings ..
CHAPTER II
PRESEWI'A':eION AND TREATI:IENfl' OF DA'I'A
Part A--Achievement Grade by Grade
The battery was administered in every grade of each of
the schools during the second month of the school year. This
means after the middle of the first actual month since, the
first month extends from a half-month before to a half-month
after the specific time at which the semester began.
Scores and resultant grade equivalent~8 were recorded for
each class (e.g., 4B, 4A, 5B, etc.) as shown in Table 1. This
table includes mental age, chronological age" and intelligence
quotient. It was not possible to incorporate comparisons and
relationships which the inclusion of such data would permit
due to the fact that such data were not uniformly available.
In the event that a supervisor or teacher was desirous of
determining individual achievement with respect to apparent
capacities (achievement quotient) such information along with
scores and grade equ.LvaLerib s, would prove invaluable. It was
for the benefit of any reader so interested that this additional
information has been includec in this table--merely a suggested
procedure that might aid one in carrying out a study for a
special group, grade, or roon.
8From a, chart accompanying each test.
13
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TABLE 1
ANALYSIS CHAHT FOP.4A GRADE, SCHOOL A
-- ...----
Hental Arr,e Chronological Age
Eupil Y-rs. l!~Os • Years Honths Intelligence Quotient
(1) (2-) (3) ( 4) (5) (:.6)
- - -
1 8 2- 13 0 -62
2 0 2 12 3 66'-'
3 8 2 10 11 74-_ - - -_ ...-
4 9 6 6 9 140 -
5 8 9 7 11 _l.1:Q.
6 7 4 7 4 100- . -
7 8 0 9 5 85
8 7 10 12 9 61 ___:__.
9 9 1 7 7 120---
10 13 3 10 0 103
11 7 10 (' 11 79'oj
12 7 7 '7 1 107- -
13 8 9 10 9 80- .
14 6 1 6 1 100
15 9 3 8 7 108----_.
16 9 6 8 2 106.
17 10 7 8 3 1..?§_ -
18 7 11 7 7 104
, '19 8 2 7 9 105
20 7 11 6 10 116
15
TABLE 1 - Continued
core an ra 0 sou va en s
Reading,· Jroce.bllJ.?!'vl.Aritb.FUnd IAnitb.Prob. I English I Spe"l:ling
Score5r. Eq. Scorefir. EoJSoorelGr.Eq ~ScoreGr. Ea J Sooreo.r. Ea1scorelGr. E_g_.
22 4-2 28 4-8 26 4-6 16 3-6 23 4-3 25 4-5
20 4-0 26 4-6 16 3-6 19 3-9 15 3-5 15 3-5
23 4-3 24 4-4 23 4-3 19 3-9 19 3-9 22 4-2
33 5-3 43 6-3 26 4-6 23 4-3 36 5-6 33 5-3
'Z ,. 5-3 37 5-7 25 4-5 22 4-2 33 5-3 24 4-400
23 4-3 27 4-7 26 4-6 19 3-9 22 4-2 38 5-8
20 4-0 19 3-9 24 4-4 19 3-9 19 3-9 25 4-4
22 4-2 24 4-4 18 3-8 13 3-3 12 3-2
21 4-1 30 5-0 25 4-5 18 3-8 18 3-8 13 3-3
43 6-3 46 6-6 32 5-2 35 5-5 44 6-4 37 5-7
20 4-0 25 4-5 19 3-9 19 3-9 16 3-6 24 4-4
23 4-3 25 4-5 21 4-1 17 3-7 19 3-9 14 3-4
23 4-3 25 4-5 21 4-1 20 4-0 15 3-5 13 3-3
36 5-6 .37 5-'7 24 4-4 22 4-2 44 6-4 38 5-8
31 5-1 30 5-0 19 3-9 19 3-9 23 4-3 14 3-4
28 4-8 36 5-6 26 4-6 19 3-9 27 4-7 25 4-5
20 4-0 24 4-4 17 3-7 18 3-8 14 3-4 14 3-4
36 5-6 39 5-9 22 4-2 24 4-4 34 5-4 24 4-4
28 4-8 29 4-9 15 3-5 20 4-0 14 3-4
27 4-7 37 5-7 30 5-0 23 4-3 39 5-9 30 5-0
S d G d E i 1 t
•
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The data used in subsequent tables and figures were ob-
tained from just such informational sheets, omitting the scores
Thisin each case and using their grade equivalents instead.
trend toward total or average class and school achievement was
due to the fact that the comparisons were made with respect to
the whole rather than the part, the part being employed only
insofar as particularlY outstanding acceleration or retard-
ation measurably affects the achievement as a whole.
The figures on the following several pages show how each
school ranks with respect to the others in its attainment,
subject by subject, on the entire battery. In other words,
Figure 1 shows the relative standing of the 4B grade in each
of the elementary schools on each subject included in the
battery. For example, in English the 4B grade of school B
ranked superior to its nearest competitor, school A, by four-
teen months, the former ranking 5-8 (the eighth month of the
fifth year) 'Nhi1e the latter ranl::ed4-4. Further interpre-
tation reveals that school B also established an achievement
that is the three and one-tenth semesters above the norm for
that subject in the 4B grade. It will be noted that schools
A, C, and D are relativelY near the norm in their average s
and that the 4B grade of school B is singularly significantly
In like manner each of the other figures may be examlned.
Figure 2 reveals a negative significanCe for schools A and D,
while the 4A grades of schoolS B and C have like averages which
E-~ ?-u ~, _,
f"D
~
,-_r; v:
s.,,- H
f-l ~-'
~ 6-0 0
c/ ):1
(::::1 (_)
~ij
1J)_
.,
"
(::1
j
~ 5-0 "
cr~
,
r
"r_'b ~
'j
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SUB J E C T S
..- _ _;:Q.Q__~P_:r. Voce-b. Fund. probs. Eng.
8-0 __
'1:-0
_LI'igure 1. COY(lparison oft-otal battsry aC~JiE:v(;-
mont of all schools, subject by subject, on the 4D
grade l!:;vE;l.
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are identical with the norm for their respective grade.
Notwithstanding the fact that the 5B grade in all schools
was equal or superior to the norm, the averages of the res-
pec tLve schools were below the norm in every case except for
school B whose 4B grade barely equaled it. School B has
exceeded the norm once and equaled on the other two of three
f'i.gnres thus far examined.
A different st or-y, however, is that told by figure 4,
showing the relative standings of the 5A gre.de in the respec-
tive schools. This grade in all schools averages below the
norm from a scant two-tenths of a semester (school C) to two
full semesters (school D). Positions of r-ank are changed
somewhat, school B relinquishing her honors in favor of school C.
In Figure 4 one may observe that schools B and 0 closely
correlate with one another and schools A and D with each
other respectively in pairs and that they all maintain their
respec tive relationsh:tp whether above, below, or approaching
the norm.
outstanding is the range in subject achievement in two
instances particularly when one views the status of the 6B
grade in the various schools as illustrated in Figure 5. In
reading comprehension there is a range of four and one-tenth
semesters from the highest r-ank (school B) to the lowest
(school D) • .Again, taking arithmetic problems for comparison,
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there exists a range of two and eight-tenths semesters while
spelling runs a close th.irtlwith a differential of two and.
~our-tenths semesters.
Particularly signi~icant is the sudden rise and ~all in
the bars representing 8.chievement in the various subjects.
In subject achievement within the grade there is as much as
~ive and six-tenths semesters variation (school A, reading
vocabulary and spelling). With all this vast di~f'erence in
range school B has come into the foreground, again equaling
the norm while exceeding the other sohools by well over one
full semester.
Ref'erence to Figures 2 and 4 will show that the
achievement portrayal of grade 6A as given in Figure 6 is dir-
ectly in line with the constant negative showing or retardation
therein shown. The 6A grade is no exception end again the
average achievement for each school fa.lls below the norm, the
nearest one (school B) being over a semester retarded while the
three other schools are closely grouped together two and one-
half' and more semesters retarded.
Again there is a significant range in achievement this
time amounting to as much as four and two-tenths semesters.
Using the data given in Pigure 7 as a criterion, school 0
has the outstanding 7B grade, being well above the other schools
and the norm in all subjects except spelling. Particularly
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noteworthy is the retardation in reading vocabulary for
school D and in $rithmetic problems in school A amounting to
one month short of two-semesters, while school C is showing
an acceleration in reading comprehension for a like measure.
Figure 8 seems to bear out the findings of the second sem-
este,r achievement of each grade. Reference to Figures 2, 4,
and 6 shows that these grades are consistently retarded when
compared with the norm and that they also consistently rank
with school B at the top, school D at the bottom, and schools
A and C somewhere in between.
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:~\ar·t--BAchievement Subject by Subject
Comparison of the status of each school based on its
respective achievement in each subject included in the battery
is shovm in the data recorded in Tables 2 to 7 inclusive.
Figures 9 to 14 are offered since comprehension of tabulated
materials is greatly facilitated by a similar presentation
in graphic form.
Table 2 may be read as follows, with reference to the
other schools: School A is average in 4B reading compre-
hension; average in 4A; six-tenths of a semester retarded
in 5B; average in 5A; retarded six-tenths of a semester in
6B; average in 6A; accelerated four-tenths of a semester in
'l'ABLE2
COMPARISON OF ACHIEVEl·/IENT OF ALL SCHOOLS WITH
/' AVERAGE GRADE EQUIVALENTS AND NORMS
- POR RJ~ADING COMPREHENSION
Ave. DJ.ff.
School G R A D E from Norm
4.B 4A 5B 5AI 6B 6A 7BI 7A in months(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
A 4-3 4-7 5-0 5-2 5-9 5-9 7-7 7-5 -1.75
B 4-6 4-6 5-3 5-1 7-3 6-7 7-2. 7-6 -.02
C 4..3 5-1 5-5 5-6 6-3 5-6 8-1 '7-3 -.02
D 4-1 4-3 5-3 5-0 5-3: 5..6 7-lL 7..:.3 -3.4
I
Ave. 4-3 4-7 5-3 5-2 6-2 5-917-~-7-41 -1.4
Norm 4-2 4-7 5-2 5-7 6-2 6-7 7-2 7-7
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'7B,.end accelerated two-tenths in '7 tlo rnables ~ 4 5 6 d~ ~ - 0, , , , an
'7may be read in Ld.ke manner.
For the se~e of further comparison the norm is given
and the status of each school with the norm :tsindicated by
the respective colored lines.
In the illustration above, using school A, the aver-
age difference from the norms shows a retardation in the a-
mount of one and three-fourths months which is a normal de-
viation.9
Figure 9 shows that in r-ead.i.ngcomprehension the 6B
gr-ade in school A and the '7B grade in school Care outstand-
ing with reg8rd to average city achievement; especially is
this true of the former which ranks two full semesters ahead
of its nearest competitor. Taldng the norm for each grade
across and securing the average shows schools B and C above
and schools A and D below it. For this subject the results
are in close conformity with the previously referred to
achievements grade by grade, 1. e,, the schools rather con-
Sistently rank in B, C, A, and D order.
comparing schools and grades with the average city
achievement, 4B grade in school A is found to be on the aver-
age, school B is 4-6, while the average is 4-3, thus placing
B three months or three-tenths of a year above the average;
school C is on the average, while school D, achieving H grade
equivalent of 4-1 is retarded three-tenths of a year in rend-
9'-supervisor's r1anual, pp. 71, 72.
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ing comprehension; not an. unreasonable deviation.
Since the purpose of this phase of the study is to show
the relative status of each school in the city by subject,
the norms are not used except in a generally comparative way.
However, they have been included in the tables and average
differences in months from the norm are also calculated to
facilitate a broader comparison if that should become desir-
able on the part of the reader.
A line showing the average total achievement for each
school is not shown in Figure 9 nor in any of the subsequent
figures in this area of comparison simply because it would
only tend to complicate the figures when it is quite evident
that the average wou Ld have to fall somewhere between the two
extremes, school A's average of 6-2 and school D's average
of 5-5.
An interesting sibuabd.on is found upon examination of
Table 3 and that is with respect to the reading vocabulary
acbd.evemerrc of school D and the other three schools. liVhen
observed in graphic form, Fi~lre 10, the situation is more
readily discernable. Note that schools C, B, and A rank in
that order all closely grouped near the grade equivalent of
6-0 while school D comes in a poor fourth, averaging over
one semester in retardation, at 5-4.
worthy of note too is the trend toward retardation in
arithmetic f'und.ame n.tal.s (Table 4) for all schools, the great-
est difference being found in schools D and A wh i ch show
TABLE .3
COMPARISON OF ACIIIEVEIVmNT OF ALL SCHOOLS VlrrH'
AVERAGE GRADE EQUIVALENTS MilD HaRMS
FOR READING VOCABULARY
I
Ave. diff.
Schoo] G'R A D E from Norm
4B '4A 5B 5A 6B 16A 7B 17A in months
(1) (2) (3) (4 ) (5 ) (6) (7) (8) (9) , (10)
A ,4-9 5-0 5-4 5-4 6-8 5-9 7-3 7-2 -0.40
B 4-9 4-9 5-6 5-9 6-8 6-7 6-9 7-6 +2.10
C 4-6 5-2 5-7 6-5 6-5 6-3 7-8 6-7 +1..90
D 4-2 4-4 5-3 5-2 5-4 5-6 6-3 6-6 -5.50
-
Average 4-6 4-9 5-5 5-8 6-3 6-1 7-1 7-0 -0.47
: 4-2]4-'7 5-'716-216-'7 -Norm 5-2 7-2 7-7
TABLE 4
,.
,,"
"",
COMPARISON OP ACHIEVEMENT OF ALL SCHOOLS WITH
AVERAGE GHADE ,EQUIV ALEWI1S AND NORMS
FOR AHITHNiETIC FUNDAMENTALS.
Ave. diff.
Schoo] G R A D E from Norm
4B 4A 15B 5A 6B 6A 7B 7A in months
( 1) ( 2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) "(10)
A 3-9 4-3 4-5 4-6 5-0 5-0 6-6 6-6 -8.7
B 4-3 4-6 4-9 5-0 5-& 5-5 6-8 7-7 -4.1
C 4-2 4-5 4-8 4-9 5-0 5-0 7-9 6-8 -5.6
D 4-1 4-1 4-5 4-6 5-2 5-1 6-5 6-2 -9.1
Average 4-1 4-4 4-7 4-8 5-2 5-1 6-9 6-8 -7.0
Norm 4-2 4-7 5-2 5-7 6-2 6-7 7-2 7-7
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nine and one-tehths and eight and seven-tenths retardation.
This in turn has kept the city average for all schools and
grades in this subject matter at seven-months below their
expected attainment. In other words, their total achieve-
ment in arithmetic fundamentals is one and two-fifths sem-
esters retarded. These data are more easily interpreted
when viewed in Figure 11.
Similar comparisons may be made from the tabulated in-
formation found in Table 5. This table, showing all 'schools
and grades, concerns arithmetic problems. According to the
table and to Figure 12 accompanying it, School A has a
retardation of eleven and one-tenth months from the norm which
TABLE 5
_COMPARISON OF ACHIEVEMEWI1 OF ALL SCHOOLS WITH
AVt!:HAGEGRADE EQUIVALENTS AND NORMS
FOR ARITHME'rIC PROBLEMS
Ave. Diff.
School G R A D E from Norm
4BI 4AI5B (~t6B 6A 7B '7A in months(1) (2)_ (3) (4) (6) (7) (8) (9 ) (10)
A 3-9 3-9 4-2 4-4 4-4 5-4 6-3 6-2 -11.1
B 3-9 4-0 4-6 5-0 5-8. 5-6 6-9 6-8 -6.2
C 3-9 4-3 4-4 4-7 5-4 5-4 r/_4. 6-6 -6.9
D 3-9 3-8 4-2 4-2 5-0 5-2 6-9 7-1 -9.1
Average 3-9 4-0 4-4 4-4 5-1 5-4 6-9 6-7 -8.5
..-~
Norm 4-2 4-'7 5-2 5-7 6-2 6-7 7-2 7-'7
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is the equivalent of slightly over two semesters. School D
is running a reasonably close second indicating a retardation
of nine and one-tenths months or the equivalent of almost two-
semesters.
The entire group of city schools is apparently retarded
in arithmetic problems according to these data--a greater
negative result than that indicated in arithmetic fundamen-
tals. It is evident that these two subject-test results are
materially affecting the average total achievement of the
entire city, but they are not the most flagrant as will be
noted later in Figure 14, accompanying Table 7.
In all instances, in the results of the arithmetic fund-
amentals and problems, there appear retardations. perhaps
it is significant, in the 'comparison of these data (Tables
5 and 6) to note that Schools Band C are maintaining their
apparent superiority in stBndings and that school D has sur-
passed school A on each of these phases of the battery.
The data tabulating the results of the English test
portion of the battery are shown in Table 6. A more desir-
able achievement is evident here, especially when the schools
are showing and near showing a little acceleration insofar
as the norms are concerned.
The results of the English subject-test show that
while the schools maintained their respective previously
established achievement ranks with one another they were not
38
TABLE 6
COiVIPAHISON OF ACHIEVElvIEHT OF ALL SCHOOLS WITH
AVEHAGE GHADE' EQUIVAT..EN11S AND NOID.'IS
FOR ENGLISH
School
Ave. Diff.
G R A D E from Norm
4B 4A 5B 5A 6B 6A 7B 7A in months
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8 ) (9) (10)
A 4-4 4..7 4-2 5-3 6-7 6-4 7-7 7-4 -1.0
B 5-8 5-5 6-2 6-1 7-0 7-0 7-4 7-8 6.5
C 4-1 5-2 5-6 6-4 6-4 5-9 7-9 7-4 1.6
D 4-0 4-1 5-3 5-2 5-8 5-9 7-2 7-4 -3.4
Average 4-6 4-9 5-3 5-7 6-5 6-3 7-5 7-4 -.9
I ,
Norm 4-214-7 5-2 5-7 6-2 6-717-217-7
qUite so closely grouped around and near one conmon grade
equivalent (see Figure 13).
Table 7, comparing the spelling ~chievement of the var-
ious grades and schools points toward a rather common weak ...
ness in all grades and all schools. Hardly accountable is
the great range and sudden rise of the 7B and 7A grades in
each school. :Notwithstanding this apparently unusual achieve-
ment only one school (B) approaches the norm as shown in
Figure 14. The retardation for the city as a whole is ten
months from the established norms which is equivalent to two
semesters. In the cases of School C and D this retardation is
increased to four-tenths of a semester more.
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TABLE 7
COl'IPAHISOH OF ACHIEVEMENT OF ALL SCHOOLS \7ITH
AVEHAGE GRADE EQUIVALEnTS Arm ]:JOHNS
FOn SPELLING
-- ~ve. Difi'.
School G H A D E from Horm
4Bf4'A 5B 5A 6''''6A 7B 711. in months15~l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) -
A 4-0 4-2 5-2 4-4 4-0 4-3 7-5 7-3 -8.4
B 4-6 4-6 4-7 4-4 5-1 4-9 6--97-7 -7.8
C 3-7 4-3 4-5 4-8 4-0 3-9 6-8 6-0 -12.0
D 3-7 4-1 4-2 4-2 3-9 4-3 6-8 6-4 -12.5
Average 4-0 4-3 :.-~}-~ 4-2 4-3 ~-OI6-8 -10.
Norm 4-2 4-7 5-2 5-7 6-2 6-7 7-2 7-7
The r-ank Lrig of each school with the other is relatively
close each making a great stride in the interval of 6A and
7B grades. There is a notable departure from the usual
standings of the schools, B·alone maintaining her place
atop the group while A stands second replacing the usual
second-place C which has dropped to third place while D
maintains her usual fourth rank.
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part c--subject Achievement Compared
Vii th City Average and Norms
Table 8 shows the achievement by average grade equi-
valents for e8.e1'1subject, by grade, as compared with the
established norm and the city average for the respective
grades and subjects.
TABLE 8
AVERAGE GRADE EQUIV ALEwrS FOR EACH SUBJECT
BY GRADE FOR THE ENTIRE CITY
S 'tr -n -J -:EC 'II S ~Ilea:fanNO. of'
Grade Norm Arith Aritl:: Grade MonthsRead Vocab Fund prot Eng Spel Achvmt Deviat;ion
(1) (_gJ (3 ) (4) (5) (6) I(7) (8) (9) (10)
7A 7-7 7-4 r/_l 7-1 6-7 ~-6 6-8 7-1 -6
7B 7-2 7-6 7-1 7-2 6-6 7-5 7-1 7-2 0
6A 6-7 6-0 6-1 5-2 5-8 6-5 4-5 5-7 -10
6B 6-2 6-3 6-2 5-2 5-1 6-4 4-4 5-6 -6
5A 5-7 5-3 5-5 4-7 4-6 5-8 4-5 5-1 -6
5B 5-2 5-3 5-5 4-6 4-3 5-6 4-4 4-9 -3
4A 4-7 4-7 4-8 4-4 4-0 4-9 4~3 4-5 -2
4B 4-2 4-4 4-5 4-1 3-9 4-9 4-1 4-3 -1
Average 1110s -S.3-'2.0 -9~+4.0Deviation -.8 -1.0 -6.4
From NOl"'ms
Column 9 of'Table 8, shows the median grade achieve-
ment found by averaging the grade equivalents for the sepa-
rate tests. In averaging these grade equivalents, ..s:imply
consider them as whole numbers add, and divide by the num-
ber of subjects tested in the battery. Selecting the 7A
43
grade equivalents as an example, the equivalents are found
to be 7-4, '1-1, 7-1, 6-7, 7-6, 6-8 reading across from
reading comprehension in colunm 3 to and including spelling
in column 8. Add the figures representing months (the fig-
ures im.rnediatelyfollowing the dash (e.g., 7"'4, 7-1, etcs ; the
4 and 1) giving a total of 2r/, record the 7 and carry the 2;
add the grade values (42 vn~en the 2 is carried), making a
total of 427. Divide this number by 8 to obtain the average
grade equivalent, which is 71 or 7-1.
Figure 15, comparing reading comprehension achievement,
is read in the following manner: The established norm for
4B grade is 4-2; the city average grade equivalent, indicat-
ing total achievement for the battery, is 4-3 for the same
grade; while in reading the 4B grades' achievement is 4-4;
thus, interpretated, the figure reveals that in the city the
4B grades 1 total battery achievement is above the established
norm by one month; that their reading comprehension achieve-
ment is two months above the norm all of which indicates
that some other subject than reading is lowering the 4B grades'
achievement, making it approach the established norm for that
grade.
In like manner it will be noted that the 6A grade achieve-
ment is three months above the city total achievement but it
is in turn seven months or seven-tenths of a year retarded in
r (
(
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reading comprehension according to the established norm.
Interpreted this means that although the city-wide achieve-
ment is below the norm for this grade level and although
the reading achievement is also below that level; never-
theless, the reading comprehension achievement is tending
to raise the city-wide status toward the norm and the
conclusion is til.atagain something other than reading is
holding the city-wide accomplishment below that of normal
expectation. It will be noted that consistently throughout
Figure 15, reading is above the city norm and in the cases
of'the grades, 4B, 4A, 5B, 6B, and 7B respectively, it is
equal to and above the established norm. Therefore, one
must look to some other subject in the battery if the cause
is to be found for the city's general retardation according
to the norm.
In like manner (as explained in detail for Figure 15),
one may regard Figure 16 which is a comparison of average
grade equivalents for all grades in reading vocabulary vlith
the city average achievement and the established norms.
Again it is found that the reading vocabulary achievement
per grade is conSistently on a par with or above the average
total achievement of the city except in the 7B grade where
it falls to one month retardation. On the other hand the
grade by gr-ade total achievement in the subject is equal to,
or above the norm in grades 4B, 4A, 5B, and 6B, wh lLe it is
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FIGURE 17. comparison of Average Grade Equi va-
lents for Arithmetic Fundamentals, City Achievement,
and the Established Norm.
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further, the 5B grade is found to place three months below
the city achievement which in turn is three months below the
norm thereby making the 5B grade some six months retarded.
Comparing this status with the 6A grade it is discovered
that, allowing consistently one semester of retardation per
grade (not accumulative), the 6A grade remains retarded one
full year in arithmetic fundamentals.
Simularly to the findings in Figure 17 showing arith-
metic fundDmentals one finds a comparable situation with
reference to arithmetic problems, Figure 18. Whereas it
was found that the average retardation for arithmetic funda-
mentals , Figure 17, was two and one-half months or approx-
imately one-half semester below the city achievement, ex-
amination of the results of the arithmetic problems, Figure
17, shows that the average retardation is slightly more than
four months and, as in the case of the former, here is another
of the factors contributing to the below-the-norm status of
the school city.
contrary to indications toward any conclusions whd.ch
might be drawn from comparisons made thus far a rather desir-
able situation is found existing in the test results of
English, Figure 19. Here in every grade the subject achieve-
ment is above the total city achievement as much as eight
months in grades 6A and 6B with an average acceleration over
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the norm of slightly less than one-:-halfsemester; and an
acceleration of six and one-fourths months or over one half
semester above the city achievement.
Very definitely the city-wide English achivement is
commendable, it being a significant factor in bolstering
up the city achievement which in general is undesirably
below the norm.
Hardly a critical analysis of the spelling achievement
as portrayed in Figure 20 is necessary in order to conclude
that here is undoubtedly the chief reason for the fact that
the school city's total achievement is so far be Low the
norm. In thts test the retardation ranges from one month
in the 7B grade to twelve months or two and two-tenths
semesters in the 6B and 6A grades. Of greater significance
is the range of retardation when compared with the norm
for each gr ade , Here the difference is from one month (7B)
to twenty-two months or four and two-tenths semesters. This
would indicate that, in spelling, the achievement is any-
where from practically normal expectations to that of a 6A
class exemplifying relatively the srume ability as a normal
4B class in its third month.
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Part D--School Achievement Compared
With City Average and Norms
To get a general idea of the relative achievement of
each school, data similar to that previously shown, may be
found which in the light of a different objective provides
information which if it had been previously pointed out in
connection with earlier tables would have rendered the en-
suing figures so complicated as to make the comparisons in
them almost indistinguishable. For these reasons the re-
lationships pointed out in this division of this study
(Part D) are made separately and a closer comparison of the
status of each with the others is then given in the con-
densed form of Figure 25.
In table 9, school A ranks above the city average
attainment in only one instance (7A); even with the average
in two instances (4A and 7B); and below the average in the
other five grades (4B, 5B, $A, 6B, and 6A). With respect to
the established norms, school A shows a retardation of five
and one-half months (column 10) in total achievement on the
battery.
School B, upon examination, is found to excel the
average attainment of the city in the achievement of every
grade save 7B only and here the retardation is only two
months which is a normal deviation. The average deviation
from the norm (column 10) shows a retardation of one and
four-tenths which is the equivalent of a normal condition
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TABLE 9
COMPARISON OF ACHIEVEM~'NT OF ALL SCHOOLS WITH
AVERAGE GRADE EQUIVALENTS AND NORMS
Ave. Diff.
School G R A D E from Norm
1-4B~BI 5AI 6B 6A
(~~
7A in months
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (9) (10)___ -
A 4-2 4-5 4-4 4-9 5-5 5-4 7-2 7-1 -5.5
B 4-7 4-7 5-2 5-2 6-2 6-0 7-0 7-5 -1.4
C 4-1 4-7 5-1 5-5 5-5 5-3 7-6 6-8 -3.8
D 4-0 4-2 4-8 4-7 5-2 5-3 6-8 6-7 -7.4
Average 4-3 4-5 4-9 15-1 5-6 5-5 7-·2,7-0 -4.5
Norm 4-2 4-7 5-2 5-7 6-2 6-7 7-2 7-7
- -
since a deviation of about two months acceleration or re-
tardation is a normal expectancy.
Further examination of Table 9 shoVls that school C
ranks above the city average in four grades (4A, 5B, 5A, a.nd
7B) while it falls below in the remaining gra.des to such an
extent that the average difference from the norm is a re-
tardation of three and eight-tenths months which approaches
a significant condition worthy of special study.
Highly significant, however, is the condition that
exists in the case of school D. Here in every grade the
achievement 1s below the average for the city which natur-
ally places the total ach.Le'vemerrtbelow the total city
attainment. Highly significant and warranting critical
analysis is the fact that this school shows a retardation
t
of seven and four-tenths months which is an a.vera.gere-
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tardat'lon f tor he entire school of over one semester.
Column 10 also
indicates that schools A and Dare
Chiefly responsible for this retarded condition of the city.
Figures 21
9 ' 22, 23, and 24 .luch closelY folloW Table
ShOVl more
Concern·'lnrr th
o e respective schoolS and the city average and
vividly the relationshiPs just above mentioned
nOl'm.
In Figure 21 school A is found beloW the norm and tne
City ,average quite consistentlY, In Figure 22, school B is
equallye consistent in above city a1Ter
age achievement; now-
'Vel', remai ii n ng below the established norm sa1Tein four
nstance (
s 4B, 4A 5B and 6B) school C (Figure 23) de1Tiates
abo1T ,,'e and below the city a1Terage a like number of cases,
a.tta.ining
C
and surpassing the norm once each. consistent with
Olllp a.rative i 1
achievements in the majority of cases pre1ToUS Y
Cited , school D in Figure 24 rankS bel
oVl the city average
aUd the' 'norm nor does it attain either in anY grade.
It is left for Figure 25 to sum up t'1.ctotal com-
Da.l'atl
1T Ve standings of all the schoolS. careful scrutiny re-
eals tl• lat, allowing one point for first r~' twO for
eCOnd~h ,three for third four for fourth, and a naIf more
~ Gl' '~ e two are tied for a ranking, it is found that Scl1001A
ankedt second, four times; tied for second, once; ranked
hird
, twice; and fourth once. S~ol B ra~ed first, five
57
times (out of a possible 8); tied for second once; ranked
second once; and third, once. School C ranked second, four
times; ti ed for second, once; r-arikedthird, once; tied for
third, once; and ranked fourth, once. School D ranked third,
once; tied for third, once; and ranked fourth, six times.
Averaging these rankings (the lower average indicating higher
ranking), school B ranks first; school A, second; school C,
third; and school D, fourth. It is interesting to ponder
over the apparent fact that school A is as superior to the
average as school D is inferior and that there is but a
i'raction of a per cent difference in the final rankings of
the other two schools.
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grade in School A with the City Average and the Norm.
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CHAPTER III
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM]V:ENDATIONS
The data employed in arriving at the relative ranking
and status of each school and each grade were handled as ob-
jectively as possible. That is to say, the facts were pre-
sented concisely with no effort whatsoever to justify the
apparent conditions that the results shown would indicate.
In determining the final ranking each grade was scored
on the number of times that it equaled or exceeded the norm
for that respective grade level; thus, the greatest score in-
dicated the best achievement (7B); the lowest score the poor-
est achievement (6A). Although general achievement is best,
according to the data, in the 7B grade it is relatively little
above the levels of 4B .and 5B, respectively. In the same place
(Chapter II, Part A), the facts recorded point toward the 6A
and 5A grades, with 4A closely following, as the grades ex-
hibiting the least desirable achievement.
In achievement, subject by subject, Chapter II, Part C,
the data reveal that English and reading comprehension far
excell all of the other subjects tested in the battery (using
the same basis and method as that explained above for ral1king).
Those subjects indicating the poorest achievement were arith-
metic fundamentals, arithmetic problems and spelling.
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The greatest range in achievement was also disclosed in
Chapter II, Part C. The bTade in which thillrange occurs is
7B and the subject is spelling. In this grade and for this
subject the range was found to be twenty-three months or four
and three-tenths semesters.
Comparing the total achievement of the schools with one
another (allowing four points for first place; three for sec-
ond; two for third; one for fourth; and one-half for ties)
they ranked as follows: B, first; A, second; C, third; and
D, fourth. It is noted further that Schools A and C rank al-
most on a par; School B alone shows a general acceleration;
and School D is equally consistent in general retardation.
Throughout the second chapter, comparisons in subjects,
grades, and school achievement with the established norms have
shown a range so great that it becomes significant and there-
fore merits special study to determine the causes for such a
range. Rather consistently, these deviations have been noga-
tive, indicating a general retardation in subject matter and
total grade achievement with a resultant lowering of the res-
pective school's total achievement until the city average
showed a general retardation when compared vii th the norms.
The relative accomplishment of each of the schools is
portrayed in the tables and figures of Chapter II, Part D.
The results of the data there shown indicate a retardation of
five and one-r~lf months for school A; a slight acceleration
.~~--.--------~I - -- ----
except in the 7B grade in Scbool B; a retardation of three and
eight-tenths months in School C; and School D, consistently
below the norm in almost every grade, points toward a general
retardation of seven and four-tenths months. A summation of
these data is shovm in Figure 25. A great amount of deviation
from the norms is to be noted in this figure. Hovlever, this is
to be expected from community to comrnunitylO due to such factors
as local standards, economic conditions, social cleavages, and
cosmopolitan population.
below the norms and the other schools of the city; for grades 4B,
ior to all of the other schools; for School D to r-ank consistently
To give a justifiable reason for School B to rank super-
4A, 5B, and 5A to be relatively normal as compared with the norms
while 6B, 6A, and especially 7A are in some instances alarmingly
below the norms; and also to justify such a great variation be-
t-ween the average achievement of all 7B grades which are de-
finitely above the norm and the 7A grades which are just the
reverse--consistently belOW the norms v/ould be a thesis in itself
since it vrouLd involve so many factors which, lacl(ing adequate
means of determining their importance, Vlould be a stupendous
undertaldng beyond the confines of this study but surelyvlorthy
of later investigation.
10Ibid., p. 19.
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In conclusion it is reco~mended that there be a revi-
sion of the curriculum to meet the needs as indicated by this
study; 1. e., revise the methods and procedures in spelling,
arithmetic fundamentals, and arithmetic problems and/or spend
more than the time currently alloted to those subjects. Since
as a whole the achievement is no more than it might reason-
ably be expected to be it would seem impractical to make a
redistribution of time allotments for the various subjects.
It mieht even prove practical to devise a means of measuring
the efficiency of the personnel handling these subjects in or-
der to make available their better procedures to others in an
effort to benefit the system thereby. A schedule might be
so drawn as to permit those best suited to commu tiebetween
the various buildings teaching the subject or subjects in
which they are particularly successful.
For the berief'Lt;of the classroom teacher desirous of
determining the status of a grade, class, or the individuals
in a class it is further recommended tnot a testing pr-ogr-amof
this kind be scheduled and completed in as brief a period as
possible in order to facilitate the collection and tabulation
of such data as currently needed and desired (Table 1, p. 15).
It is further recommended that a survey be made of the
var:lous school plants, physical equipment, personnel, and the
comnmnities in which they are situated in order to more accura-
tely and specifically diagnose the causes for the results
which a testing program discloses.
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